io	GLADSTONE'S PRIME
as there was, a public opinion to sustain Gladstone in such an
extreme course.
The story may first be briefly outlined. CardwclPs Army
Regulation Bill, 1871, was introduced in the commons. It
covered a good deal else besides abolishing purchase; but pur-
chase was the sole issue, fought over. After fierce obstruction it
was passed, and went to the lords. That house by 155 votes to
130 carried a motion which in form shelved the bill, but in effect
defeated it. On the second day following, the government an-
nounced that purchase was by royal warrant abolished. As the
bill had provided generous compensation for the officers and
there would be none at all without its passage, the lords had now
perforce to pick it down off their shelf and pass it. Conservatives,
and also some radicals (e.g. Professor Fawcctt), declaimed shrilly
against what they deemed an abuse of the Prerogative, But the
country, which wanted security, and felt that purchase had
blocked the way to it, simply refused to take notice.
Such being the events in their order, let us now examine their
bearings. 'Purchase' as a legally recognized institution went
back at least to the decision in Ive v. Ash (1702). At different
times attempts had been made to regulate it, and there existed
a tariff of prices which might be lawfully paid; but by the usage
of the service large competitive additions were made to these.
Service opinion was almost universally in favour of the system.
It had been extolled by Wellington in a famous Memorandum
of 1833; and in 1841 Lord Melbourne's Commission, which
comprised the leading soldiers of the day, had praised it as fur-
thering the promotion and retirement of officers, and thereby
making for their physical efficiency. In 1850 the aged Wel-
lington, with two other officers who afterwards became Lord
Raglan and Lord Panmure, signed another Report to the same
effect. Later reports during the following twenty years were
mainly confirmatory. Lord Palmcrston upheld the system; as
the whig party had done for a century and a half.
Yet its vices were self-evident. It obstructed any remapping,
however advisable, of the regimental units. It prevented the
selection and promotion of officers by merit. It enabled rich
youths to buy themselves into positions for which they were
quite untrained. Radicals could have criticized it as giving
privilege to wealth; soldiers, as bestowing security and high rank
upon incompetence. If in fact neither criticism had made head-

